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Inside

Intolerance in
Madison, Maine:
the controyersy will
continue

Doug Strong Departs
by Fred Berger

by Norm Brillant and Julia Flanagan

When the Madison, Maine School Board
debate spawned, and costly and divisive
sought to eliminate controversy by re!TIOV~
litigation initiated, all for reasons . which
represeatatives of the School Administration
ing a lesbian activist from a high school
symposium on "Tolerance", they instead
could not or would not state in court, other
than making vague references to unsubstanfound themselves in a court battle with a
tiated concerns about safety.' '
leading role in a debate that won't go away.
Yet, despite this judicious and cogent
For the short term, the Superintendent and
· reasoning, Justice Alexander was unable to
di rec ors of School Administrative District
intervene, partly because there is no protec59, in an area 40 miles north of Augusta ,
tion for gays and lesbians under the Maine
have won the fight that they started when
Human Rights Act.
they removed Dale McCormick, a Yar' 'For the court to intervene in the othermouth activist, from a "Symposium Day"
wise independent affairs of a government
that had been scheduled for January 25 at
agency, a cause of action must be stated and
Madison High School. The program was to
it must be demonstrated that judicially proinclude members of other oppressed groups,
tectable rights are violated. Without such a
including the elderly, black , Indian , handemonstrated violation of judicially protecdicapped , Vietnamese, a veteran , a child
table rights, the court cannot - or at least
abuse victim, and members of religious
should not - act no matter how gi:ievous
minorities to discuss the issue of social
the wrong that has been committed or how
tolerance . On Thursday, January 24, Kenwell the public interest might be served by
nebec County Superior Court Justice Donald ·
a court order correcting the wrong. "
G . Alexander refused to order the School
Since the controversy ' became public ,
Board and Superintendent Robert Woodbury
.Madison, a town of 4300, has seen the light
to reverse their January 21 decision to cancel
of media attention that has shone from
the entire Tolerance Day program. The
reporters from as far away as San Francisco.
board had cited safety concerns for. its
The New York Times and the Boston Globe
decision.
have run stories, and NBC News cameras
"Under Maine law there is no judicially
have been spotted in the area. High School
enforceable right not to be discriminated
students who were supposed to be protected
against or excluded from programs because
from controversy by the absence of Dale
one is a homosexual ," Justice Alexander
McCormick , are being interviewed on the
wrote in his eight-page decision. But he also
subject of tolerance. One of them, Russell
was sharply critical of the School Board and
Fraizer, .summed up the irony in the Cenits apparent inability to specifically cite the
tral Maine Morning Sentinel. "Having a
"safety reasons" that hud allegedly forced
homosexual there would be no different than
the cancellation of the event.
having a black. 1 think if they hadn't said
''Ours is a ·. society of outcasts and
. so much about it and just held it, it wouldn't
ancestors of outcasts from intolerance or
haveJ1ec.ome such an issue. "
poverty in other lands . As such , tolerance,
Jed Davis , an Augusta attorney with the
dive rsity and respect for others different
firm of Mitchell and Davis, who argued the
from ourselves are basic elements of our
case for Ms . McCormick, and Madison
social contract. The lessons which the
High School teacher David Solmitz who had
Freshman History class sought to promote
organized the "Tolerance Day" symthrough the Tolerance Symposium are conposium, to ld Our Paper that his side will
siste nt with the long traditi9 n of American
continue the battle, seeking a full court hearsociety, ' ' Justice Alexander wrote.
ing on the issues in front of Justice Alex-,.
'' But, instead of gaining understanding
ander. "Now we've got to take the usual
and learning tolerance, the students have
route and have a fu ll hearing . We will ask
received a demonstration , by their own
that Tolerance Day be rescheduled and that
school officials, of the extent to which unarthe school board do nothing to prevent it
ticulated fears -and intoleranc~ an stifle
from occurring." Mr. D.avis said he hopes·
debate and understanding. When the power
t·hat a full trial in front of Justice Alexander
of government sides with the voices of in~ can be scheduled in early February, so that
tolerance, it is a mighty force indeed. An
a.rescheduled " Tole rance Day" could take
entire Symposium has been cancel led, tear
place before the end of the school year.
ning opportunities lost, acrimonious public

Rev. Douglas Morgan Strong recently
resigned his position as minister of the All
Souls Unitarian Church in Augusta. Rev .
Strong, who had served as minister for nearly five years, was the only openly gay
minister leading a congregation in Maine
and has been a leading spokesperson for gay
people in the state. In the following brief interview Rev. Strong explains his reasons for
leaving, reflects on his years here, and
discusses his future plans.
Fred: How d id your resignation come
about?
Doug: fn our denomi11ation one's first
ministry is usually two to four years. I have
been here almost five years. In the fall I was
feeling a need to move on. At the same
period there was some reaction surfacing in
the congregation triggered by the death of
Charlie Howard. When he died I was indeed
plummeted into the national media focus. I
was interviewed by The New York Times ,
The Los Angeles Times, '' All Things Considered" , national TV and radio ... the litany
goes on. That focus spilled onto the church
which discomforted some members of the
church. That started rumblings of
dissatisfaction - " Why is Doug so vocal
on this issue?"
Then other issues began to surface . .. issues of style, of professionalism. In
typical New England fashion , there was not
a lot of direct communication. Ultimately I
asked our Interdistrict. Representative to
come in to take a pu'lse of the congregation.
He talked individually with most of the
members of the congregation and gave me
some wonderful clarity of what people said
to him . .When i listened to all of that and
when I listened to my own feelings of the
last six months. I decided that it was time
that I should go.

Fred: How much of this was
homophobia?
Doug: The denomination is looking fair,
ly carefully at what .is happening here
because I am the first openly gay minister
settled. I do have the longest ministry as an
openly gay minister, so there is a lot of examination as to how much homophobia is
involved. Our Interdistrict Representative
felt that there was surprisingly little. He said
at the meeting at which he spoke to the congregation, "The degree to which the~e is so
little homophobia in this congregation leads
me to believe that Doug's ministry has been
highly successful. He has helped yQu all to
overcome homophobia."
Part of me agrees with that and I am flattered by it. Part of me, however, sees
another side. Peop)e complained that I
would bring a male date to church functions.
I was told that when I bring a man to a
church activity as a date, I was flaunting my
homosexuality.
That's
obviously
homophobic. And people said, "You move
too fast , Doug. This isn't Boston or New
York. This is Maine. It's different here."
People would hope that it's different here
so that they can justify trying to suppress
equality. I feel there has been a certain
amount of homphobia in the congregation . .
Fred: Was there an increase in the
number of gay people 'in the congregation
during your time there and do you think
those people will remain members of the
church?
Doug: Yes , there was a decided increase .
I would estimate that gay men and lesbians
make up about 25% of the congregation. We
have gays and lesbians serving on all the ·
collll11ittees of the church , throughout the
leadership of the church. I think they will
stay because I think they feel they have a
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·AIDS in Maine:

Classifieds

Shall Our Community Live with Grace?

ROOMMATES

HELP WANTED
New York City - 2,696 cases. San Franprepared to provide daily living support serThe first case of AIDS has been diagSELLING
cisco and Los Angeles - 1,655 cases. In
vices to people with AIDS should such sernosed in Maine. A 11\ember of our communiAPARTMENTS
New York City alone , an average of 106
vices be needed. We must prepare ourselves
ty - a man with whom we've talked ,
SEEKING
cases wen~diagnosed each monili during the . to respond to the media , to the general
worked , !\OCialized and played - recently
first
half
of
1984.
(Statistics
from
New
York
public,
and
to
the
homophobes
who
believe
·
GWM,
5
' 5 ", sensitive, somewhat shy ,
learned ·he has AIDS . Some ofus know him
Native, December 31-January 13 , 1985 .)
that we are to blame when we have the
classical musician ; interests ·include nature,
well ; some of us are acquaintances; some
These figures are devastating .
disease. And , above all else, we must
the arts, sailing , peace and quiet; dislikes inof us don't know · him at all . All of us are
We
are
afraid.
Afraid
for
this
man.
Afraid
remember with our hearts that·- amidst all
clude smoking , motorboats, hunting ,
affected. All of us wW be affected . All of
for all of us. Will we give our brother what
the--- statistics, all the medical jargon and
snowmobiles, bars; seeking like-minded
us, from Kittery · to Fort Kent, will find
theorizing, all the " objective reporting " he needs? Will we help him live? Will we
friends, monogamous lover in Portland area.
ourselves_grappling with this painful and
help each other through our pain , anxieties . we are talking about human beings; our
Write to E.M. c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
cruel reality - that a man iri our communiand fears? Will we help him with his pain
brothers, men who are our friend s, com10744, Portland. Me. 04104 .
ty has AIDS . We, as a community and as
and fears? Will we blame him? Will we
rades and lovers. We are talking about help. individuals,
never be the same. How we
JOB OPENING : The Underground is now
blame ourselves? And .we wonder, " Who
ing them live. And , we are talking about
- change, collectively and· personally, depends
hiring a female door attendant fo r weekends,
we
be
ready?
helping
our
community
live.
With
grace.
All
will
be
next?
"
Will
upon each and every one of us.
20 hours/week. Must be 20 years or older.
We have many tasks' ahead of us .. Myths
of us .
Wher!'we fourid out. .. Shock. Dull throbs
honest, and work well with the public.
about AIDS persist among the general public
There is much we cari do . We believe in
in our chests.. A11ger at the capriciousness
$6.00/hour. Call 773-331 5 and talk with
-and
within
our
own
community.
Too
many
our
hearts
that
Maine
's
gay
and
lesbian
comof this damnable disease: Grief. Some of us
Randy or Paul.
of us lack accurate information. Too- inany
munity will act .
cried. · Sj:>me of us picked lip the phone to
of us still do not know what constitutes safe
One of our. greatest accomplishments as
call him, not knowing what the hell we were
Set your own hours. Your own business?
and unsafe sex. Too many ofus don't knbw · gay and lesbian people is our capacity to
going lo say , but somehow wanting him to
Roommate matching is a business you can
the symptoms of AIDS . ·Too many of us
love ourselves, to delight iri each other, to
know we cared . Somehow wanting him to
do part-time ; and , if you ' re sincerely inhave irrational fears which victimize AIDS
celebrate our "differentness ," to honor our
know we would talk about it. Somehow
terested you can be the only to cooperativepatients. Too many ofus have no fear at all. - gayness and our lesbian-ness, to live with
wanting· him to know there are people out
ly offer the service both locally and nationToo many of us are sick and tired of hearcourage , dignity and integrity of a
there who won't allow him to be isolated
wide. Send SASE to Roomies (R), P.O. Box
ing
about
AIDS·,
believing
the
crisis
is
over,
,
magnitude far exceeding the hatred and fea r
unless he himself chooses to be. Trusting the
3984, San Piego, CA . 92103-0320.
that enough attention has been placed on it,
thrown at us by those who would prefer we
words would come - not easily , not without
The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
and that it's time to move on to less depress- didri 't exist. At 1983 's Maine Lesbian and
fear of saying something ignorant or hurtwords, 10¢ for each additional word. For
ing
topics
.
A
trip
to
New
York
City
or
San
·
Gay
Symposium,.
writer
John
Preston
,
fo
his
ful , but trusting .they would come. Some of personals add $2 for handling. All ads
Francisco would drive ·home to us that the:· keynote speech, called it " a victory of the
us making commitments.
.
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
AIDS
crisis
is
far
from
over
and
in
Maine
'
.
soul
"
when
we
refuse
to
accept
society's
·
Though many of us know people in disP.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
coridemnation, when we refu se to give
it just may well be beginning.
tant places who are living with and/or who
ask that you not use sexually explicit
We have available to us the courage, hope credence to whatever it is that keeps us from
language in your personals. Responses
have died from AIDS , we in Maine have
and experience of other gay men and !esself-affirmation - the process of ''coming
to personals will not be opened by Our
been largely untouched by this insidious
bian communities which have ·tong been
to our senses." He stated, "Our lives have
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
disease. Compare our experience to other
monthly.
we
will
not
allow
the
mobilizing
around
this
crisis.
We
can
begin·
been
testaments
that
places. As of December 17, 1984, AIDS
to broaden and be more aggressive in our world to trivialize us."
cases reported by the Centers for Disease
PURPQSE
outreach and educational efforts. We cah
We find strength_and hope in those words.
Control numbered 7 ,408. Forty-seven perbegin to raise money to provide financial
Faced with the enormous crisis of AIDS , we
cent (47%) are dead . And , the AIDS cases
OUR PAPER is published
assistance,
should
it
be
needed,
to
members
find
ourselves challenged as never before.
officially reported by the CDC reflect only
monthly by the OUR PAPER
of our community who have AIDS. We can
We call upon all of us to help our comCollective, P.O. Box 10744,
about ten percent ( 10 %) of the actual
establish support groups tor men with AIDS, munity live with grace. ·
Portland, Maine 04104. The
number because tens of thousands do not
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
their lovers and friends.' We can develop netconform to the CDC's strict definition; thu s,
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
(DE)
works of volunteers who will _be willing and
they are not offo;ially o~~ted or reporte_d.
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, by and for fuembers of
the lesbian and gay men-'s ·
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
To: The OUR PAPER Collective
If the presidential elections bummed you
crisis? What are you doing 'in your com0
out and left you feeling depressed and
munities about the gay rights legislatio~ that
More accolades. Although OUR PAPER
EDITORIAL POLICY
defeated in November and the holiday
is coming up again this spring? What is your is only a little over a year old , it shows the
seasons continued to add to your blues in
representative' s stand on the bill? W'1at do thoroughness and professionalism of other
We will consider for publication any
December we have a painless remedy that
you think about the Maine Lesbian/Gay
material that broadens our understandlong-running gay and lesbian newspapers.
is also therapeutic...try writing. We need to
Political Alliance? What would you like t~ The existence of such a paper in our coming of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in the
hear froin you. We want to know what's gosee at the next Lesbian and Gay Symmunity is invaluable. Not only is OUR
paper are those of the authors only.
ing on in your lives, in your communities ,
posium? Have you seen any good concerts·, PAPER the major outl~t for information to
All material submitted must be sigried
-- what it's like for you during the holidays,
movies , or read any good (or bad) books?
the lesbian and gay community in Maine,
and
include an address and/ or phone
what it's like being out or being in the closet,
Send us a review.
it als9 represents a cohesive bond that holds number, so we can contact the author
how political events affect your personal
We will consider any and all articles sent us together.
should we need to consider editorial
to us. Just send us a typed , double-spaced
life, how your personal experiences affect
OUR PAPER is truly a voice for lesbians
revisions.,. However, within the pages of
your political beliefs. Tell us about your
piece of writing and include an address or and gay men iri Maine. I find the writers of .the newspaper, articles can appear
joys, your sorrows, your accomplishments. . phone number so that we can contact you
anonymously, upon request, and strict
OUR PAPER to be articulate and sensitive,
should we need to consider editorial revi- and the articles informative . It is a paper to
You don 't have to write like Alice Walker
confidentiality will be observed. No
sions . Articles can appear anonymously,
or Eric Rofes to subII11t an article. You don't
be read from cover to cover. Good luck in revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
upon request, and strict confidentiality will
have to worry too much about the grammar
1985 , and thanks so much for the time, efWe welcome and encourage all our
· or the spelling - that' s our job. All you
be observed. Our deadline for each issue is
fort, and money that you folks spent in help- readers to submit material for
need to do is to sit down and write. Or stand
the 10th of the month , but feel free to send
ing to keep Maine's lesbian and gay com- publication and share your comments,
up and write!
anything anytime and we will slip it in tlie munity an informed, active, and visible one.
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
following issue. Send all correspondence to
We want OUR PAPER to continue to
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Returning the toast - Here' s to You!
OUR PAPER, P .O. Box 10744, Portland ,
reflect the feelings, thoughts ; and exPaper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
periences of the gays and lesbians in the state
Maine 04104 . We 'll be looking forward to
the 10th of the month.
In Unity,
hearing from you!
·
of Maine. How do-you feel about the Diane
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Matthews ' case? What do you think our
Laura M. Smith
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
(G LaC)
communities should ~o around the AIDS
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years. Make checks payable to
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIll llllllllllllll Ill
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
§
§ PAPER, P .O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
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~ Christnias Revisited by B.J. Aaron
I ruined Christmas, 1957 .
l don't know how many times I have heard
the story of what a crummy Christmas they
all had that year . I was born just a week
before the holiday . My mother had a terrible time delivering. The hospital bills wiped
out their savings. There was no time or·
money for Christmas. Christmas was
ruined.
My mother sat and cried on Christmas,
1957 . . •
I was afraid that Christmas past was going to be relived this year. I came out to my
parents the week before Christmas, on my
birthday. They showed up unexpectedly a
few days before the big event to surprise me,
and let themselves into my apartment. Dad
brought a load of wood . Mom brought
flowers (a nice masculine brown, of course).
When they phoned me at work to tell me
they had arrived, I was mortified. Since I
hadn ' t known they were coming, I had left
out all sorts of " gay literature" in the apartment (use your imagination).
The two hours left at work before I could
go home and "face th~ music" (taps?)
seemed like an eternity. When I did arrive
home, my parents were in bed. Mine. God
only knew what I had left out in my room,
and I wasn ' t asking. In the kitchen,
however, laid a stack of OUR PAPERS
(which I wished at the time I could have
calk,d "THEIR PAPE~S"), and in the livingroom laid a copy of BAY WINDOWS
. (I wanted to close the blinds). ·
Saturday and Sunday passed quickly. I
don't know how many times I tried to bring
the subject up. I had impotence of the mouth
that weekend. No one brought anything up ,
believe me.
My parents left on Sunday the 16th to go
home. I felt incredibly empty when they left.
Sad that they did not really know me . Cheap
and deceitful that I was living a lie in relationship to them, and cowardly that I was
to be 27 the next day and did not have the
courage to come out to them.
· I realized that to be at peace with myself
that l had to come out to them . .The solution was simple. The work involved was not.
I':ve tried many times to come out in the
past. I've tried telling them face to face and
lost my nerve . I've dialed the phone to talk
with them and hung up befo~e they ' ve
answered , or had fascinating discussions
about such intriguing topics as the weather ,
the upcoming elections, etc . Anything but
THE issue. I've even tried self hypnosis. Oh
what great lengths!
I realized that for me, I had to be out of
control of the situation for it to be resolved .
So I wrote them a letter on my birthday ,
knowing that once it was in the mail, I was
powerless over their finding out.
I can ' t recall everything that I said, nor
would I choose to share it all in a newspaper
article. But I tried to kee'p things simple and
to the point. There are a couple of things
I shared that come to mind most readily . The
first is that I am their son and that regardless
of what or who I am· that I need them and
I love them. The second is that I am their
friend , and that friends are honest with one·
another.
I paced around the mailbox for about a
half an hour before I dropped the letter in .
t's a wonder I wasn't picked up for questioning , standing on the corner with an
envelope in my hand waiting, waiting , and
waiting. ' 'I'll just walk up a couple of blocks
to that other box ," I thought. " This isn't
a very good day to mail things. I'll do it

New Year's/Portland:!!!!!!!!!!
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tomorrow," passed through my mind (or
what was left of it).
"This is absurd!" I concluded. And
bef~re my left hand could stop it, my right
dropped it into the box and I ran off before
I could get any bright ideas about retrieving the letter.
The next couple of days were agonizing.
I was obsessed with worrying about what
their reaction would be. Would they have
a reaction? What would they say when they
got the letter? Would they say anything?
Would they be speaking to me? If they did
speak, what would they REALLY mean?
My mind was doing aerobics .
The anxiety became unbearable. For a
self-proclaimed neurotic, that has to take
alot, believe me. I called my parents. My
mother was at home alone, but she and my
f~ther had tried reaching me earlier. Too bad
they couldn't get through. The phone had
been off the hook. (Out of control? Me?
Never!) She said that things were fine with
both she and my father. We talked for a long
time and I answered her questions as best
I could. Mom asked if we could get together
for coffee sometime soon and ''compare
notes ." (Mom is filthy!) She asked that I
come home for Christmas. I was thrilled
about .the call and spent the next couple of
hours calling friends and telling them about
it (all long distance, of course).
.
I was a bit nervous on the drive home . I
felt exposed upon seeing them for the first
time, openly gay. But overall I felt proud
and strong and clean, cleared of the
"secret" I had ca.rried for so long.
We didn't talk about "it" over the holiday . I hadn't really expected we would. But
I felt accepted by my parents and I felt that
they really extended themselves to make me
feel that acceptance. My Dad gave me some
bonds that he had held in trust for me ftom
my Great Grandmother Aaron for over 20
years. He also gave me his fireplace utensi ls. Both were significant gifts and
acknowledged his acceptance of and respect
for me. ~a came up with a real corker- ·
a gift certificate fo r 2 to the hot tubs . Need
I say more?
My apprehension about spending the holiday with them was eased when I was
awakened from an afternoon nap to the
sounds of their laughter and singing. It
seems they had just finished the line "Don
we now our gay apparel" from " Deck the
Halls" . That we had done!
In many ways , I was reborn on December
17 of this past year. There is a new part of me for my family to experience and to learn
about. And I believe that with time , patience
and a_bit of persistence that we will begin
to talk about• 'it''. My spirit is lighter these
days. I no longer carry the burdens of the
world 'upon my shoulders seven days a
week. Six is plenty.
It's nice to go out to the bar and not look
over my sho~lder on the way in to be sure
that nobody sees me. 1t's nice to sit in my
parents living room and talk about male
couples and female couples by name and not
refer to them as •'this couple I know,'' or
''this person and the person they are
seeing. ''
It's nice to be honest.
My birth brought pain and sacrifice in
1957, as did my coming out in 1984. Unlike
Christmas past, however, Christmas present
was one of great joy and celebration. I am
:1opeful that Christmas future shall be the
,ame. I am hopeful. And that in itself is a
miracle.

by Gary L. Anderson
New Year's Eve· has often brought my
Finally with something to do on New
spirits down. In the years since I've lived Year's Eve, my sother and I set out early
with my sother, a recovering alcoholic, this and came home late, spending just under .
has been even more true. Try to find · eight hours on the town. We were treated
something to do or some place to go where to a number of different artists and peralcohol isn't served that night and you soon formers-in a variety of settings from City
discover that your own living room is about Hall (yes, we saw the Persuasions), to St.
it. Think then of having over some friends Luke's Cathedral, to store fronts on Conto see the year out with you and you learn gress Street, to the marvelous fireworks
that most of them want to drink on New display at midnight in Congress Square. The
Year's Eve. It's the tradition. So, what can city was open to us 1n a manner in which
you do? You want to have. fun just like the it never had been.
rest of America, but you don't want to drink
Imagine then our surprise at not seeing
or be around people who are drinking to do many members of the gay community durso. The solu,tion: stay home . Oh, we're hap- ing the course of the evening. At nearly
py enough to do that, but it's hard not to feel every turn in our travels we encountered ·
like you're missing out on something. Be- friends, acquaintances, and saw faces we
ing a non-alcoholic celebrant on New Year's recognized, yet th~ number of gays among
Eve is worse than being non-Christian at them was miniscule. ln a throng of more
Christmas. Unlike Christmas, New Year's than ten thousand revelers to spot only a
Eve can be observed by everyone. It's a handful of gays and lesbians was disconsobering thought to realize the minority one certing to us. This absence of familiars in
is in when there's not an alcohol-free thing the very city that is home to so many was
to do with others that night. No wonder then more glaring than the pyrotechnics at midthat my ,spirit often plunges faster than the · night. We have yet to understand why this
big apple at Times Square.
was so.
But tpis year was different. The
Another absence plain to us, only this ~ne ·
organizers of the Maine Festival in we expected, was that of any openly gay or
Brunswick, the summer celebration of music lesbian artist or performer being featured as
and the arts ·_ highlighting Maine artists , a gay or lesbian performer. If Portland is
decided to provide a similar e.vent in going to emulate Boston's First Night ·
. Portland to welcome in the new year. They festivities, perhaps Portland's gay communiwanted to offer an alternative to the tradi- ty could also emulate Boston's·and develop
tional alcoholiday. Instead of a night spent at least one gay/lesbian performer or artist
imbibing brews and liquors, they wanted who would be billed as such.
people to drink in delights from seeing and
New Year's/Portland will surely be
hearing mime, music, comedy, story telling, fepeated next year. It will probably be bigpuppetry, theater, the yisual arts, and song.
ger and better than its inaugural. Hopefully
Like the Maine Festival itself, most of the it will be bigger by having a greater gay/lesperformance artists would be native to bian turnout and better by having some
Maine (with a few out-of-state guests to add gay/lesbian performance artist ringing in the
even more pizazz), Events would occur " new in full view. If a comm1,mity can make
throughout the downtQW!} area a!)d the pur- a resolution perhaps it should be this: next
chase .o f a five dollar pin would allow entry year let's participate.
BE
to any and ·au of the performances. To make
DISOBeo,Ci :..
the evening·a family affair (remember when
Nr/
your paren:ts left you behind while they went
""
out and parti<;d?), the festivities would begin
early µi th~ day and appea1 to all ages (with
some ·specifically for children) . This bold
idea was called New Year's/Portland and the
promoters promised ·that the city would be
in for the night of its life.
Was it .ever.

..

Give the IRS ·

a run for your money.
I
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·!!!AIDS in- Maine:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Personal Reactions, Community Reactions
by Phil Gautreau

Life lately seems to be markM by some
tremendous highs and lows. A low in reaction to Charlie H9ward's murder, a high
when we rallied and marched in protest of
gay harassment and fagbashing, a low when
we feel the personal pain of homophobia in
our lives, a high during the prideful
Autumnfest celebrations. Tragedies and
triumphs . Right now, Maine's g·ay com-,
munity is in an extreme low - a man from
our community has been diagnosed with
AIDS . Soon , he will not be alone. He is the
first of what will be several persons diagnosed with AIDS in Maine.
It's at times like this that I wish I had the
sophistication that others have in dealing
with AIDS . During these low points I end
up ask_ing myself, "How much battering of
my spirit .and pride can I take? How much
abuse :cart I endu're before I can't bounce
back? When will my ' optimism about life
decay : my resiliency fail?" When I heard
about this gay man, a friend, having AIDS,
I wondered again. My panic, fear, and
anger, all of It came. Why·was this happening? Why in Maine? Why to someone I
know? Was I exposed? After a while I
couldn't think anymore; everything became
dull. I felt helpless.
I had to talk to friends . How· were they
reacting? How did they feel? Maybe they
could say or do something that would make
things less painful. Maybe they were dealing more rationally with this disease about
which so few facts are known. But I couldn't
get any answers where there were none.
Both they and I were in a state ol'uncertainty. AIDS is like that.
And how many people have AIDS in
Maine? Was it one, two, four? The media,
in their attempt to get the "exclusive" on
the "AIDS story", confused us and fed into our own panic. I continued to feel •
depressed and battered , but I kept listening
to others.
Nice [!.Oin[!. Cupid . . . ya ' missed again!

Reactions from our community have
ranged from apathy to panic. Some expected
AIDS to come to Maine; others were caught
by surprise. No one was left untouched. One
friend says he hasn't had sex with anyone
in six months, and for the first time he's
grateful. Another friend says that although
he's practicing safe sex with his ·partners,
if he was diagnosed with AIDS , he'd want
to take some pills, kill himself. I've heard
stories of gay men who are just coming out,
and now they're wondering what they have
to look forward to . Several gay men are
rushing to their doctors , convinced that their
normal cough or the fatigue they ' re feeling
must be symptoms of AIDS. Some have
sworn anew to educate themselves about
AIDS , its pathology a_nd symptoms, and
methods of practicing safe sex in order to
minimize their risk of exposure to AIDS. All
of these reactions are pouring out because
we don't know what to do next , we don't
know what to expect next. AIDS i's like that.
And then there are the gay men wbo aren't
doing anything in response to AIDS. Maybe
we're feeling that there isn't enough support
for the actions we'd like to take to edu9ate
ourselves, to minimize our risk, and to protect our lives. Maybe we haven't been told
enough that even the most intelligent, rational, and sensitive of our community are
feeling painfully vulnerable because of
AIDS. Perhaps no one told us lt'Would be
a difficult chall~nge to learn and practice
safe sex, and that it might occasionally mean
that we'd slip and not have safe sex just
because it was so easy not to use a condom
or not to withdraw from our partner before
coming. Before AIDS came to Maine it was
easier to deny its threat. It was only
something we heard about from friends or
read in the paper. It was removed . But now
it's not. It's in Maine. And now it's time we
all stop denying tfte ·impact that AIDS is having on. our lives,. emotionally
and sexually.
.

sex , and avoid high-risk, un:;afe sex which
may spread AIDS to others in Maine? Along
with this , will we learn that we can decrease
our risk of getting AIDS by decreasing the
number of our sexual contacts? Will we
learn that we don 't have to give up sex to
avoid AIDS anxieties?
Realizing that AIDS researchers have
been slow in providing answers (even
though the HTLV-3 AIDS related virus has
been isolated) should make the task of
educating ourselves about AIDS that much
more urgent. In the time since AIDS became
known as a health problem, several
organizations working with the gay community have made information about AIDS
available . In Maine , AIDS information pamphlets are available from gay groups, gay
bars and bookstores, and in Sexually
Transmitted Disease clinics. Safe sex
guidelines are also printed in this month 's
issue of Our Paper. But this alone is not
enough; we also need to avoid high-risk sex
and we need to eroticize the use of condoms,
the practice of mutual masturbation, and
massage . These are only a few safe sex
ideas . Let's use our imagination! In a nutshell, the sexual practices shouldn't be so
alien to us that we revert back to our old unsafe sex habits. Keep it simple - that's what
they tell me - just don't exchange bodily
fluids .
Upon rereading this article, -I find that I've
done a fai r amou nt of preaching something I hate for others to do to me ... except when it's for my own well-being . I
don't need any more tragedies, no more
lows, no more panic. I want to triumph as
a gay man loving gay men. I know our community wants the same . . .please play safe.

AIDS in Boston:
Larry Kessler at SGM.
by Fred Berger

Exclusively at

3 Moulton Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-8809

Valentines_Jrom sleazy
to sickisweet . . .
only at Communique!
~· .... ...

Approaching this idea, recogn.izing that
AIDS is in Maine and adjusting to it, is very
discomforting because it hits us at our core:
our sharing of love with other men. As early as when we come out to ourselves and
the gay community , we are told that our
liberation and freedom are par.tially expressed through our sexuality. This sexual
expression with a lover or friend was our
way of coming out to ourselves and of affirming our healthy gay selves . Since society
always told us we were undesirable , this
became a way of le_arning that men could
love and make love to other men , contrary
to what some homophobic society might
believe. And now, with AIDS, we're getting the message that expressing our love
through our sexuality could hurt or kill us.
That's the dilemma .
But all of these disorienting messages and
the uncertainty of the AIDS illness may have
been necessary to get us to examine what
AIDS may be doing to us as a community .
It has the potential to tear us apart. It appears that because- of AIDS is (apparently)
communicable through sexual activities involving the exchange of certain bodily fluids
(blood, urine , semen and saliva among
them) , many gay men may begin associating
any and all sexual expression with acquiring an illness, a disease, AIDS . What may
follow is that we will start mistrusting and
hating ea'ch other, buying into our once left
behind internalized homophobia. Our love
fo r ourselves as gay men, and for other gay
men, is therefore, particularly fragile and
needful right now.
And so what will happen to us? Will we
be driven away from each other, or will we
learn the difference between safe and unsafe

.

As the Maine gay community begins to
face the AIDS crisis, we can look to the example of Boston for guidance in setting up
structures for education and support. On
January 14, Larry Kessler, Co-ordinator of
the AIDS Action Committee spoke to 50
men at a meeting of S~acoast Gay Men in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, about the
work of his committee in Boston. With him
was Paul Bartlett, a man with AIDS .
There are currently over 200 cases of
AIDS in Massachusetts, Kessler explained.
Of these, fifty are people who were diagnosed elsewhere and moved to Boston. Approximately 80 % of the total Massachusetts
cases are in the Boston area. Kessler said
that some people with AIDS from Rhode
Island and New Hampshire are coming to
Massachusetts because those states will not
absorb the costs of treating patients w~o do

not have health insuranc~. He said that patients are also coming from NYC where the
hospitals have become swamped with AIDS
patients . Over half of all the intensive care
beds in New York City are now taken by
AIDS patients, Kessler said .
Kessler briefly described the work of his
committee. A major focus is education speaking to groups, distributing pamphlets.
(They will soon begin distributing a button
which says, "On me, not in me.") Another
focus is support groups for people with
AIDS and for healthy people dealing with
the crisis. One group , for "compulsive
trickers' ', is based on the AA model.
Another major focus of the AIDS Action
Committee is financial assistance to people
with AIDS . They provide rent subsidies and

contin ued on page 11
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Portland Doctors
Urge Precautions
by Julia Flanagan
The two Portland doctors who are closely involved with two cases of AIDS now being treated in Portland (one " native" , one
diagnosed out of state) have issued sober
warnings to the gay community about this
usually fatal disease.
''The very promiscuous gay person is going to be at greatest risk," said Dr. Michael
C . Bach, an -infectious disease specialist at
Maine Medical Center. Dr. Bach spoke with
Our Paper in his Lowell Street office about
the gravity of the medical situation which
now faces Maine's gay community. Along
with Dr. Owen Pickus of the Osteopathic
Hospital of Maine, Dr. Bach has cautioned
that any sexual activity; including kissing,
is unsafe with a partner who exhibits or has
been exposed to the disease. Since AIDS has
an incubation period of up to 31/2 years, a
person can carry the disease for a long time
and not be aware of it.
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn~rorne) is caued by a virus that paralyzes the
immune system, thus rendering the body
vulnerable to serious and unusual infections.
The mot;tality rate from AIDS is described
by Dr. Bach as "90% plus."
·
Noting that "rectal intercourse makes one
at great~r risk' ' Dr. Bach stressed that condoms greatly reduces that risk. He also said
that kissing and oral sex (fellatio) are risky ,
as the vi-'rus can be transmitted in the semen
and the !saliva.
l

l
Note ifrom the collective:

ing stages of AIDS are called AIDS-related
complex (ARC). Several of these are known
to exist in Maine.
"Clinically, we know that some of these ·
Audacity Theatre will meet to discuss their
people will develop AIDS,'' said Dr. Bach.
new production, scheduled for Symposium
Therefore, it is known by these medical proXIl. Anyone interested is welcome to attend
fessionals that more cases of A1DS will
the meeting at Our Books, 4 Pine St. in
develop in Maine in the future . A blood test
, Portland at 7:00 p .m. on Friday, Feb. 8.
for AIDS has been de-yeloped and will soon
Auditions will be scheduled.
be ready for mass production, but it appears
questionnable what the results of this new
The Gay Health Action Committee will
. blood test will offer.
meet to discuss future projects. Anyone is
Across tqe hall from Dr. Bach is the ofwelcome (men and women) to attend the
fice of Dr. Owen Pickus, who diagnosed the
meeting at Our Books, 4 Pine St., Portland,
first indigenous case of AIDS in Maine. The
on Wednesday, Feb. 13.
two doctors are good friends , and are workHave you returned your violence and
ing together on the AIDS cases. Pickus,
discrimination
survey published in the last
trained at Temple University, echoed many
issue of Our Paper? Response has been good
of Bach's concerns.
- over 150 returned - out more will help.
''The gay community is going to have to
Why not join the Maine Lesbian/Gay
face the.facts," Dr. Pickus stressed. " I symPolitical Alliance at the same time?
pathize with the people who are involved.
MLGPA, P .O . Box 108, Yarmouth, Me.
It's a terrible feeling . " Pickus said that
04096.
"nobody in the medical community is
downplaying this; it's a tremendously
The first continent-wide convocation of
serious situation. With an AIDS victim,
,he Unitarian Universalist Lesbians ,
we' re fighting to save someone who doesn '. t
Gaymen, and Friends will be held in
have an immune system. ' '
Houston February 15-17. The featured
He predicted that "we' re going to see a
speaker will be Judy Grahn, author of
tremendous increase in the disease inAnother Mother Tounge. Registration forms
cidence. And I bet there are many cases
are available at any UU church or call Doug
which are unreported or undiagnosed . I'm
Strong for information at 617-655-2463.
afraid AIDS could be the syphilis of the

Note from the Collective

In this issue of Our Paper there are several articles dealing with AIDS. We have tried
to present the most up-to-date information about how the disease is transmitted and ways
to reduce the risk of getting it. You will notice some uncertainty in the articles and perhaps
even contradictory statements by different authors. This reflects the uncertainty of current knowledge about AIDS. We will do our best in future.. issues to keep you infonned
about current thinking and to answer any questions you might have.
Dr. Bach outlined some warning signals .
for the disease. ' 'If a viral infection lasts for
more than three weeks, or if there is a persistent sore throat that passes down into the
feeding tube and causes chest pains when
you swallow, or an unexplained weight loss
greater than ten pounds, these symptoms
would be cause for concern. Other warning
signs include persistent unexplained sweats,
severe prolonged diarrhea, and swelling of
the lymph glands in the neck, armpits and
groin. Other indicators include bumps on the
skin that are reddish or blue in color, and
severe cough or shortness of breath."
The MMC specialist stressed that one difficulty for doctors is that gay patients are
often "loathe to mention that they ' re gay."
He urged patients to be open about that fact
with their doctors which could aid them in
making the correct diagnosis. As with all
serious illness, early detection is essential,
and Dr. Bach noted that medical science is
learning how to control many of the infections that result from AIDS and that doctors
can prolong the life of the victim to some
extent.
One of the most frequent results of AIDS
is Kaposi's Sarcoma, a previously rare form
of cancer. Dr. Bach notes that "most of the
time we can keep Kaposi's Sarcoma under
control. " Another frequent result of AIDS
is a viral infection known ·as
cytomegalovirus (CMV) for which there is
no treatment.
Dr. Bach noted'that the requirements for
an AIDS diagnosis by the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) in Atlanta and "arbitrary"
and may lead to underreporting of the
disease incidence. The CDC does not consider an illnes to be AIDS in the absence of
a malignancy or an opportunistic infection
such as a fungal infection or parasiticinfection cases which show some of the beginn- _

The Central Maine · Gay/Lesbian
Awareness Coalition (CMG/LAC) will
hold a " Tea Dance" on Sunday, ·Feb. 3,
from 4 to 8 p .m. at Sportsman's, 2 Bates
St. in Lewiston. The cover charge of $3.00
is for all the beer you can drink. Proceeds
will be donated to the Maine Gay and Lesbian Political Alliance.

l 980's, " said Pickus. He also said that
"although the CDC does recognize the
seriousness of this problem, there hasn't
been enough research. "
A possible social backlash against gays in
Maine as a result of this epidemic is of great
concern to Dr. Pickus. He noted that his
AIDS patient is worried that he will be subjected to violence if he is identified in the
media as an AIDS victim. ' 'Thank God this
didn't happen in Bangor," said Dr. Pickus,
referring to the infamous murder in that city last July of Charles Howard, a young gay
man who was thrown off a bridge and left
to drown by three Bangor teenagers.
Dr. Pickus stressed that since Maine is
relatively homogenous in population, unlike
New York and San Francisco which have
been struck with the largest incidence of
AIDS and have the largest gay male populations, the possibility of a backlash is more
pronounced here.
. Later in our sobering interview, Pickus
said that ''I am not optimistic about a cure.
I think we are reasonably far away from it.
We've been hearing about a cure for cancer
since 1971, and we don' t have that yet-." As
with any illness, the best cure is prevention,
and Dr. Pickus echoed· much of the advice
of Dr. Bach to the gay community. ' 'Onenight stands should be reduced, and condoms are very effective. If you' re gonna do
it, do it with a condom. "

Note: The Portland man recently diagnosed with AIDS reports that he is ·"living as :
normal a life as poS$ible. '' He continues to
work full time, works out three times a
week, and regularly socializes with friends.

Sex and the State: Their Laws, Our Lives,
an international co:-iference on lesbian and
~ay history will be held in Toronto July
, -July 6. Anyone interested in presenting
material shg_uld submit a proposal by March
I to Canadian Gay Archives, P.O. Box 639
Station A, Toronto Canada, MSW 1G2.

The Maine Lesbian and Gay AntiViolence Project (MLGA VP) will meet on
Sunday, February !Oat 1 p.m. at 13 Grant
St. apartment #6, Portland. Results of the
Our Paper survey and preparations for
starting a hotline to report incidents by
September 1985 will be discussed. ·
Last November MLGAVP sponsored
" WALK.ING FREE", a statewide weekend
against violence- against lesbians . and gay
men. Events included: a film, a concert, a
march affirming our lifestyle, workshops on
_pQlitical strategy for the lesbian/gay rights
bill and-featured speaker, Kevin BerrjU of
the National Gay Task Force's AntiViolence Project. Currently, MLGAVP is
co-sponsoring the survey published in Our
Paper on harassment, violence and
discrimination against lesbians and gay men.
For more information, contact Susan
Preeshl at 871-9033. Your support is important and welcome.
A Chemical Fret:_ Space for Womyn
I recently received approval from the
Quaker meeting here in Portland for use of
the meeting house once a month on a
weekend night to hold a chemical-free dance
for womy~. The first dance will be held
Saturday, February 9th from 8 p.m. until
midnight. The meeting house is located at
1837 Forest Avenue, about five miles out
Forest Avenue under the turnpike, the first
building on the right. We will be asking for
donations although no specific fee has been
required .
Anyone interested in helping to organize
or who has equipment which can be used
regularly for the music or anyone'interested
in providing refreshments please contact me,
Ginny, at 799-3977. Bring your dancin '
shoes and I'll SEE YOU THERE!
Ginny LaCrow

Papa Joe's is sponsoring a trip to Quebec
City on Memorial Weekend. Cost is $75 and
includes ,round trip bus fare and one night's
Sportsman's Athletic Club of Lewiston an- stay at the Hilton. Call Papa foe's to sign
nounces auditions for acts to be presented up or for more information....-D eadline is the
·
at this year's Gay Pride Masquerade Ball. . first week of March.
The auditions will be held at Sportsman's, Dignity, a support group for Lesbians: Gay
2 Bates St. in Lewiston from 4 to 8 p.m.
Men, and their friends. For Info Call Fr.
on Sunday, Fe6. 17 and are open to gay men Tim Thibeault at 603-772-6868 or Denise
and lesbians from throughout the state.
at 284-7613 .

59 Center Street
Portland, Maine .

207/712-'121J4
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Gay in the Country:
Hospital Heterosexism, The Trauma of Rape·
\

by Skip Brushaber

S: What kind of social life do you have?
R: Well, not much. (laughing) I have a

to me, not sexually, but the acceptance of
S: Do you consider male to male rape a
me as a man. Especially acceptance of me violent crjme?
Richard (; n alias) is a health care p fo- lot of contacts with friends l 've met through as a gay man. The group was Mainely Men.
R: I think it is a violent crime. because
fessional living at.1d working in Western Mainely Men. I've grown real close to them There were gay, straight, and in-between . there was not other feelings than he had to
Maine. He chose to use an alias because he and I find traveling an hour to an hour and I felt relly accepted for what I was .
have sex at that moment and no matter how
was in fear of lo,sing his job. In the past he a half isn't really hard . Almost all my relaS_: Let's talk in detail a bit about Mainely he was going to get it. He was going to get
feels his job has been in jeopardy because iionships are totally one on one. I will have Men.
·
it and that was the strength of his urge. It
co-worke~s and superiors suspected he was a friend over and have dinner. As far as goR: It's a weeker1d which takes place twice was speaking louder than he could . He
gay.
ing out, we might go out to dinner. No a year. It's spelled Mainely Men with an 'e' seemed genu1nely remorseful after it was
S: Tell us a little bit about yourself-.
holding hands across the table or anything. in Mainely and I think that's tacky. over. I even felt badly for him for a while.
R: I was born in Lewiston. I've lived all
S: Are there any gay gathering places, like ( laughter) It's held at Pilgrim Lodge in Lit- I ended up thinking that must be my station
chfield. It has workshops, encounter groups, in life. This was rightfully mine.
over the East Coast. I had what you'd con- gay bars?
sider a pretty normal famHy life . I came out
R: Not in my immediate area . The closest forums , ... We haye two groups who bring
S: Do you have a lot of anger for all-those
to my family when I was eighteen in the would be in Lewiston . Any people I've met books on men's issues. The whole weekend years you lost?
midst of a nervous brel).kdown . I regretted in town w~o are also gay are either through is geared towards men in Maine dealing with
R: There was a lot of anger. I mean I can't
it at times ; I wish I hadn't done it. I guess work , mutual friends, or something of that · men's issues. New men's issues so to speak. say how much anger. Friends have asked me
Like sensitivity and the acceptance of other if I ever saw him what would I do. My first
.
. everybody feels that way at times. I live nature.
relatively ne~r my pa~ents now . Our relaS: . ~ener~lly I get the feel mg ~roip you . men , the closeness of other men. Not gut reaction was that I would have killed
;tiofo,hip is real good' now. I'm finally able that tt s easter for you to be gay m a rural necessarily of a sexual nature, but of a him. I would have felt totally justified. But
physical nature. The real value of having now when I think of it, you can't harbor that
·.
,
' to talk to them about being gay. When mom. area .
,heard I was involved in this group Mainely
~: ~~ch easter f?r me because I m real- that closeness and acceptl!Ilce. There is kind of anger forever. I guess now if I met
Men, she asked if it was a gay group. I said ly mhtbtted b~ crowds.
structure to two thirds of the weekend. The him, I would ask him if he has gotten help
S: When I ~irst met you two years ago, remaining third is good free time and since and if he was happy . I would like to know
no, there is a number of gay men , but it's
not necessarily a gay group. She said she ~ou wer~ commg out of.a very difficult time you're on a lake it makes for a lot of fun . why he did it, if it was because of what his
was just concerned because of all the things m your hfe. Would you like to talk about it?
I was eighteen and just coming out. It was my first
she had read about AIDS. Even my father
R: Yeah, in a lot of ways . I'm still tacklexperience
and not a good first experience. My first
~ill talk with me a little about gay issues. ing a lot of things to do with that period. I
He's getting better. My brother and sister was raped when I was eighteen. One of the
sexual experience was being raped.
-both have been real good about it.
things I'm still working through is my fear
S: Is homophobia one of the big issues? uncle did to him .
· S: At one time you told me that your of crowds. Not being in control. I'm getR: Oh , yes. but it wasn't at the first one
S: Did you spend much time in th~rapy
brother was having a real difficult time with ting to a point where I don!t mind .not l;>eing
I
went
to. That weekend was the first one after this?
your being gay .
in control all the time. I'm begin'hil)~,to trust
R: None . I was going to a therapist at the
R: He had a lot of difficulty with it. Since people again . It was . ..oh God: .. six years where gayness came up as a strong issue.
It
had
been
a
topic
before,
but
never
a
real
time
, but I never told him about it.
then he's moved away from home and got- before I really sat down and thought about
S: So for seven years you didn 't have
ten to know some other people who are gay . it. Up until that time I kept it right in the issue. There were some openly gay men and
much of a support system.
He was just reacting to gay as a label. He's back of my mind. I was eighteen and just there were openly gay issues . These gay
men wanted to deai with these issues and
R: No, none . I buried it real successfulcome to know that we are not all two headed coming out. It was my first experience and
monsters , clones, this and that. I think he not a good first experience. My first sexual wanted everybody's help. Lately it haS----- ly . Seven years afterward you realize you
was worried that I was gonna go down the experience was being raped. Since then I become a very big issue and it's an accepted haven 't had a successful relationship .
fact that it is going to be there. There is a
You ' re changing jobs all the time and you're
middle of our main street in drag. He's real- haven't had a regular relationship - a steady
core of people who come back often. With
running. You can't talk with anyone about
ly come around. We' re talking about it. He's relationship with any one - and I've come
it. Everything seems superficial. I turned
got a few gay friends now and that has to realize that I'm going to make a lot of each new person, it's interesting to watch
By
the
end
of
the
twenty-five
and reaUzed_aU the things I
·
them
have
to
deal
with
it.
helped me a lot. He was too close to me to demands. Who ever meet those demands is
of
men
say
they
have
grown.
should
have
done.
I mean I was twenty-five,
weekend,
a
lot
be objective. He has learned not to react to _gpiog to. have_tQ car~~ite a bit·. 'fhat's'the
stereotypes. Gay stereotypes are real strong big thing you have to get over. The first That 's kind of cliche, but that 's the way it time to get real. I didn't have any support
in rural areas. They want you to be one or thing you lose is any value you have for feels . Homophobia stems from being and I didn ' t think I could tell anyone about
it. I got into a very good set of circumstances
the other; fhey don ' t want you to be a full yourself. And then little by little you don't threatened and it's a new thing for me
person. You are either a flaming faggot or care about that and you are subservient to because I'm threatened by straight men. It 's to deal with it. I was scared shitless. It was
~:a~::::.for them to find out I'm threatened at my first Mainely Men -and there were
all man .
everybody .
seventy strange men in the room . In the midGay stereotypes are real strong in rural ·areas. They
S: Do you think that fear of straight men die of all that I thought, what the hell , this
is my chance. This was a group of men and
comes back to the rape? Was the man who
want you to be one or the other, they don't want a
raped you straight?
h
t ese were whom I needed acceptance from
full person. You're either flaming faggot or all man. " R: I don't know for sure. I have the feel- as a. unit. I never had it in school or
You get popular because you're a nice ing now he is probably straight. He had the anywhere.
S: Okay, let's talk about rural areas. You
. guy , gall to tell me he was raped when he was
S·. It took a lot of courage.
are from a medium size town in Western guy. And then once I go t to b ea mce
R·.
A lo- t of people have· sat'd that , but I
eleven
years
old
by
his
uncle,
which
was
·
Maine. What is it like being gay and living I went b ac k to sc hoo I a fter a year o ff . .I
there?
found out I had to stand up for myself, . :~x~s;~a~oh:~~~ :~~::~i,:g i:l~i:ig!~~d~ think I was just at the end of my rope. It was
a last ditch effort to do something. I'd been
R: That's really far reaching. I'm really because nobody else was going to do it. I
d
I
h'tf
After he was done I had to walk back to my
treading water for seven years . I hadn 't done
. .
1
happy living there and being gay. Gay is d 1scovere
peop e were s mg on me car with him and he asked me if we could
real!:)' a state of mind. I'm ,happier in the
go steady. I thought that was real cute con- ~~r~:~;~!~~n~~~:~~;c~9;~'.tt
country. When I lived in Bostn, I was so ~~~c~::r!d~~\~at~:!u{o.
along through life and nothing happened.
isolated. I never knew what it all meant if buried feelings. I began to express that I was sidering what he had just done to me .
S: Let's talk about your job. What do you
someone had a chain over their shoulder or really gay which was something else I had , S: Did he threaten you with violence?
.
d
h
.
t an t b emg
.
R:
Yes.
(long
pause)
do
"or
a l1'v1'ng?.
surpresse
.
rea
1ze
ow
1mp01
11
I
d
I
a bandana in their back pocket. There were
so many signals, and you had to be aware gay was , that you have to incorporate it inof them_ I'm still not sure of what they all to every facet of your life as you go along.
mean. I had to come out slower and get used I finally got into a group of men and found
the acceptance of men was very important
to my gayness .

d~~~s
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R: Possibly about me not using my name . are really worried about their signals. I think
that is a form of homophobia. I think that
(Pause)
S: Becau5e of your job situation . How do may have something to do with the. rape.
Sometimes very effeminate men, whether
you think that could change?
they're
straight or gay, offend me . I think
R: I think it could change if everyone at
because it was pounded into my head that
your
place
of
employment
could
realize
that
sion that their docto~ is absolutely right and
they were the real sex maniacs .
they shouldn 't ask questions . Whatever thev you are not this lustful creature. I think it
S: How about ultra masculine gays?
are doing for you is right. Doctors do hav~ would help if they knew we had a normal
R: That' s real threatening to me . I.d<;m't
libido,
that
it's
not
this
raging
out
of
conyour best interest at heart, but they don't
feel the need to act real mannish or real
always remember that you don 't know trol thing. I've known a number of men who
womannish. I'm finally comfortable with th~
for
my
own
sake
I
came
out
to.
In
two
cases
everything they do . That's still way too rammix I've got. I guess_extremes of anything
pant in hospitals . The doctors need to talk it made a drastic change. Total rejection. It's
scare me . I've never known anyone who was
in
the
male.
From
the
almost
an
inbred
thing
to the patients and they need to slow down.
really into leather to talk with them allout
you're
born,
that
it's
wrong
.
time
They always seem to be running from
-S: Do you think that's shared in the gay it. I guess anything you life ignorant ,al'.!04t
something. That's not unique to that field.
is really scary .
. _ _
community?
Homophobia?
The female doctors also seem to carry the
R:
Oh
,
yes.
I
find
myself
being
attitude that they have to be better. They can
be a lot tougher. People don't realize how homophobic. You meet someone and you
'
I
ml\ch female doctors buy into the system.
S: Sometimes they can be more
. . ,'
unreasonable with nurses than male doctors .
'
R: Yes and that 's unfortunate. I've always
had a great amount of respect for doctors ,
but I treat them .as people first.
S: As a health care professional and a gay
Notable Quotes from 1984 - Or, Why You Should Join the Maine Lesbian-Gay
man , would you comment on the recent
Politit:al Alliance
news of the AIDS outbreak in Maine?
R: It scared the shit out of me. My brother
·. "From a social policy standpoint, gay rights is an attempt, and an interesting one
·was sitting watching the news with me and
mt.el!ectually, to "':'ke people with a bad habit the recipients of special attention, special
it came on-. He said I looked awful. I have
P:fvzle?es, so"!ethm~ that he~etofore. has not been seriously contempl.at_!!d. SecondJy , gay
a good friend who is invol~ed in AiDS - ryghts is'. at_t~1s partzcu.t.ar point m history, one of the most dangerous and virulent public
counseling in Boston . It seems so hopeless .
health nsks .m the United States and, for that matter, in the W'!stem world. "
To think it' s this close is really frightening :
I know any one I meet in the future , that's
Dr. Paul Cameron, a Nebraska anti-gay agitator, speaking at Bates College,
a question I'll bring up.
'
October 1984.
S: Have you discussed AIDS with the peopie you work with?
Send in your membership dues today ($5-$15) to: Maine Lesbian-Gay Political Alliance
R: Yes. They know I have a good friend
P .O. Box 108, Yarmouth, Maine 04096.
'
who is doing AIDS counseling . They are terrifi~d. It wipes across everybody. The
·.
babies who have been born with AIDS and
the men who have brought it home to their
wives is something they can ident:fy with .

There were some openly gay men and there were
openly gay issues. These gay men wanted to deal
with these issues and wanted everybody's help.
R: I work in a hospital. (pause) That' s all
I want tc say about that.
S: Obviously you're not really o.ut at
work.
R: No , I'm not. I'm sure many people at
work know . It's funny a friend of mine at
work got divorced a few years ago and she
sent hate mail to the hospital to·get me fired .
I never realized how much real prejudice
there could be. It came home to me that my
job was in danger. I love where I am and
I love my life right now .
S: Would you say there is a lot of
homophobia in the health care field?
R: That 's a good question! Ifl had to say
yes or no , I'd definitely say yes . I think
everybody would rather say that you are a
person they work with and they either like
your or don't. They don ' t want to know if
you are gay or not.
S: Where do you think that the
homophobia in the health care field stems
from?
R: I think a lot from women having to
look up at men . Through all the years , the
man was the doctor and the woman was the
nurse or technician . The women were the
ones who did what needed to be done and
the doctor told them what to do. I have no
doubt that 's where it stems from , because
a lot of people you deal with still have that
impression. Doctors put on a pedestal.
When y0u bring out your sensitivity , it
threatens their image of what a man should
be . In the field men aren ' t supposed to be
on your level. They 're supposed to get the
job done and get the hell out of there. I just
can't work that'_way.

***·*.·

.

My first gut reaction was that I would have killed
him. I would have been totally justified. But now
when I think of it, you can't harbor that kind of
anger forever.
S: Do you think there is a problem with
men being care givers?
R: A lot of people do . I m~an, I'm still
called doctor all the time because I' m male.
S: Do you take that as an insult?
R: No , I don ' t take it either way. It 's
something that people just automatically
think . It 's something that just comes out of
their mouth . They need to think of you as
a doctor.
S: Because the doctor is the one in power?
R: Yes and they see the doctor so little
when they are in the hospital. I always correct them , but they almost look disappointed
when you do . They have problems with a
man saying it's all right to be upset. You're
paying for this . Xou have a right to do what
you want to . Ask questions , do exactly what
you fe:1 like . It 's hard to get that through
people s heads. They still have the impres-

No wife likes to think their husband is having an affair, much less with a man . The
women seem to be able to deal with talking
about it. Most of the men won 't deal with
it at all. There is no acknowledgement on
their part.
S: Do you think it has to do with women 's
sensitivity?
R: No , I think sensitivity is in everyone.
I think it's acquired how to use it. I think
everyone has· the fear , it's Just that women
have ·an easier time verbalizing it. They feel
it' s a man 's disease , a gay man' s disease.
I think women feel helpless to do anything
about it. I don 't think women are all worri~d that ,their husbands are fooling around ·
with other men. But I feel women can be
more realistic about things like that.
S: Is there anything you would like to say
in closing?

I
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-ORGANIZATIONS
Political Alliallce's First Annual Meeting a _Success
t,y Julia Flanagan
In what was described by its organizers
as a "civics class for gay people," the
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) hefil its first annual statewide
meeting on Sunday, January 13 at Jewett
Hall Auditorium at the University of Maine
in Augusta. The afternoon session, attended
by about 50 people, included the first annual MLGPA business meeting and election
of officers, and a training session on
statehouse lobbying led by Betsy Sweet,
former lobbyist for the Maine Women's
Lobby , and presently director of the Maine
Commission for Women.
Much of the meeting centered around
strategy to pass a gay rights bill in this session of the Maine Legislature. The proposed bill would add the words "sexual
orientation" to the list of protected classes
under the present Human Rights Act, which
bans discrimination in the areas of housing,
credit,, employment and public accommodation. It has failed to pass the legislature in
four previous attempts.
A smaller strategy session for the gay
rights bill was held prior to the _l p. m.
MLGPA meeting and was attended by approximately 30 people. That session was cochaired by Sweet and former Democratic
Convention delegate Dale McCormick of
Ya~outh. Efforts were planned to secure
the support of Maine churches. McCormick
notecf that the support of churches was
cruci~l to passage of civil rights protection
for gays in the state of Wisconsin, the only
plac~ where such statewide civil rights protectiqn for gays now exists. Another committ~ , to be chaired by Marty Sabol of
Bangor, wifl seek backing from the medical
an~ psychiatric community in Maine.
Sweet went on to explain that efforts are
now underway to find a bi-partisan and
geographic balance of legislators to sponsor

the bill, which has previously been done by out and do public political work. Now ~ e' re representing geographical districts in Maine
liberal Portlanders such as Harlan Baker and faced with another crisis with the first case and six at large.
former State Senate President Gerard Con- of AIDS diagnosed in Portland ... Nobody
After the business meeting, Betsy Sweet
ley , Sr. This year, the bill will be intro- knows more about AIDS than gay people, led fascinating lesson in basic lobbying
duced by the Maine Human Rights Commis- . and it is incumbent upon us to share what techniques. "Lobbying has a bad connotawe know ."
sion directed by Patricia Ryan .
tion. We think of highly paid people with
After McCormick's moving introduction, fancy cigars .. . but we should think of
Another area of concern is which
legislative committee the gay rights _bill is .Betsy Sweet outlined some of the general ourselves as advocates and providers of inreferred to . Sweet stated that the bill would strategy and prospects for the gay rights bill. formation , ' ' said Sweet. '' As things get
hav..e the best chance of passage if it is re- " It's going to be a tough, uphill battle," she tougher, it's going tQbe increasingly imporferred to the Legal Affairs Committee, warned. ''If nothing else it will be in- tant to be involved at the state level." She
presently chaired by Rep. Polly Reeves and teresting". We have a good chance to pass said that in the United States, we; ve been
Sen. Richard Trafton. The likely alternative in the Senate; less , but still a good chance trained to see our legislators as different
to the Legal Affairs Committee would be the in the House of Representatives. "
from us , but we should really view them as
She stressed that this year's efforts would our employees. "We pay their taxes ," noted
Judiciary Committee, where Sweet expects
·
be "part of an ongoing civil rights struggle. Sweet.
it would die a swift death.
It seems quite clear that Gov. Joseph E. We should focus this year on education, and
She distributed various lobbying
Brennan, who apparently harbors deep am- help people through their homophobia and guidelines to the group , and led people
bivalence about gay rights , will not include fears. We will have to contend with the through " role-playing" where audience
it as part of his legislative package this year. radical right. Legislators will feel lots of members played the part of gay activists and
After the strategy session and a noontime - pressure to vote against the bill . But the peo- senators being lobbied.
lunch break, Dale McCormick convened the . ple of Maine are good-thinking and indepenfirst annual MLGPA business meeting. "It's dent, and we should concentrate on the civil 111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•
§
5
been the thrill of my life to go to our rights aspect.''
In later business, the MLGP A moved on 5
MLGP A post office box in Yarmouth and
55
see all the memberships we've been get- to hear a treasurer's report from Diane Elze, 5
5
ting," said McCormick. " Some days there who assured the group that ' ' the checkbook
are ten , and some days there are twenty, ' ' balances peifectly . ' ' Linda Dambrie
said McCormick with some pride. MLGPA reported that she had received 200 comhas sent out to 1500 people an invitation to pleted surveys, and that further statistical
membership that included a comprehensive analysis would be performed on them and
survey to be filled out about anti~gay the results will be used to provide statistical 5
information to aid in the passage of the gay
violence and discrimination in Maine.
' ' 1984 was full of successes and rights bill.
tragedies,'' said McCormick. ' ' Among the
Those present voted to continue in office
successes was Auturnnfest, co-sponsored by three people. who had been serving as ofthe Harbormasters and the Gay Political ficers in an interim capacity: Dale McCorAlliance (GPA). And now with Our-Paper mick (Chairperson), Diane,Elze (Treasurer),
we have an active gay press. We have been and Marty Sabol (Secretary). Upon her electotally blessed with that. " And speaking of tion , Elze assured the group that " my books
the dark side ·of 1984, "many things hap- are open if at any time you want to examine
COIJfl
i
pened to all of us around Charlie Howard's them." A twelve-member steering commit'-.A
ClJ~IO
~11()F
~
murder ... We learned that it was safer to get tee was also chosen, with six people
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN. ME.
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GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE

!BtifLant' ~ !BaJ:.u!:J

LARGEST

SELECTICl'J

OF

-PLANTS & FLOWERS
FOR ALL ClCCASIONS

by Laura M. Smith
38 CUSHING STREET
BRUNSWICK. MAINE 04011
The staff at the Gay People's Alliance has · AIDS , please feel free to call the Gay Peo725-2561
established it's goals for 1985. In April, the ple's Alliance at 780-4085 . Don't forget, we
Gay Rights Bill goes up before the are confidential.
Dates for Symposium XII fiave been set
legislature for the fifth time. We at the Gay
People's Alliance feel that it is imperative for May 17, 18 , and 19 in accordance with
that we educate ourselves on the political the scheduled appearance of the Boston Gay
issues that _pertain to us as lesbians and gay , Men's Chorus in Augusta on the evening of
men: A simple phone call or letter to the. May 1_8 at the Unitarian Universalist
legislator in your district will make a dif- Church, and then in Portland on May 19 at
ference . We have ·set aside two GPA Fri- 3:00 P.M. at the First Parish Unitarian
day night meetings to d_iscuss lesbian/ gay Uni_versalist Church. Opening the Symmedia awareness as well as effective letter posium XII festivities on the 17th will be the
writing. These will take place February 1 play, Mrs. James Dean. Mrs. -.James Dean
and February 8. And please, if you have not will be performed in the Luther Bonney
yet filled out your anti-violence/discrimina- Auditorium at the University of Southern
130 St. John Street,
tion survey , it is urgent that you do so as Maine. More information about this and the
Portland, Maine 04102
soon as possible. There is no deadline as the Chorus will be made available at a later date.
information will continue to be utilized , but If you would like to do a workshop, or
(297) 761-1sao
Ielefiom
it would be extremely helpful if they were , would like to provide housing for those who I PAsrR1Es A_No CATERING FoR ALL occAs10Ns ((;
be
interested
in
helptravel,
or
would
simply
sent in as soon as fiOSSible so that the data
f&.:-wtix!· ·X?/:i:rr-:.;.'.)... ?.... ::t.;:;.;r;;:.:::s;..:;.;1:k»~:;t-:rrz.«@:)1-.·:d~f; ·. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
may be used in lobbying the Gay Rights Bill. ing out, please contact the GPA.
Many thanks to Tom Wilson Weinberg
With the threat of AIDS looming over our
community, education again becomes a ma- and John Whyte for their generous contribujor concern. For a number of years now we tion to the Charles 0. Howard Memorial
have known about AIDS, but never has it Scholarship. Also many thanks to those who
hit quite so close to home. In the corning have contributed regularly , especially at the
months it is of vital importance that we Friday night meetings. All contributions are
Times Roman, that is. It's
educate ourselves as much as possible about appreciated; we still have a distance to go .. just one of the type styles
AIDS - what it is, what the symptoms are, The GPA has "Another Friend of Charlie
available at The Type Room
what medical facilities and doctors are sen- Howard" buttons on S'ale in our office for
- complete phototypeset$2.00
each.
sitive to the issue, and most importantly,
ting and proofreading
Also, please note: The Gay Parents Supwhat kinds of "safe sex" techniques must
services at reasonable
be incorporated into the lives of gay men. port Group meetings have changed from
rates.
Though the idea of "safe sex" may seem Wednesday nights to Monday nights at 7-9
at first somewhat awkward, it could save a ~.M.
life. Anyone who has any questions about

3

GREAT TIMES!

....

''The Times of Harvey Milk''

The Times of Harvey Milk. Directed by
Robert Epstein. Produced by Robert Epstein and Richard Schmiechen. Narrated by
Harvey Fierstein . Showing at The Movies,
10 Exchange Street, Portland , February
9-12.

Hailed by reviewers from New York City to San Francisco as a challenging , passionate, lucid and .compelling feature'
documentary , "The Times of Harvey Milk"
will have its first Maine showing February
9-12 at The Movies on Exchange Street.
''The Times of Harvey Milk'' chronicles
Milk's rise as an openly-gay City Supervisor
and political activist in San Francisco, a
career which tragically ended when he and
Mayor George Moscone were assassinated

~

by former police officer and Supervisor Dan
White in November 1978. Narrated by
award-winning gay playwright Harvey
Fierstein, the film utilizes news footage and
interviews with Milk' s friends, associates
and constituents to examine the social and
political climate in San Francisco in the
I 970's, and the meaning of Milk's life and
death to the gay and lesbian community.
Reactions to the murders and to the traves- .
ty of justice which followed when White was
found guilty of only manslaughter are interspersed with images of the candlelight
march that ran the length of Castro Street
on the night of the murders and the riots
which followed White's sentencing .
Showings will be .held 3 P.M . Saturday
and Sunday, and 7 and 9 P.M . Sunday .
through Tuesday.

"Consenting Adult", a made-for-TV movie based on a novel by Laura z. Hobson,
will air on ABC-TV on Monday, February 4 at 9:00 p.m. It stars Marlo Thomas, Martin Sheen, and Barry Tubb. Pictured above are Tubb and his lover, played by Joseph
Adams.
The novel Consenting Adult, written in 1975, tells the story of a young man's coming
out and how he and his family, particularly his mother , deal with his homosexuality.
It opens with Jeff writing a letter to his mother. ''You see, I am a homosexual ... I know
how much pain this will cause you ... But I can't keep it a secret from you any longer,"
he writes. He asks her to arrange for him to see a psychoanalyst. The story proceeds
through Jeff's gradual self-acceptance and his family's acceptance of him.
If the movie is true to the novel it should prese::1t an unusually sensitive and positive
portrayal of a gay man and his family to millions of American TV viewers. Let's hope.
Fred Berger

UNDERGROUND
3 Spring St., Portland, Me. 773-3315

The Finals of the
Miss Gay Maine
Contest. Trophy
and prizes will be
awarded to the
best female
impersonators
in the state.
Thurs., Feb. 14- Our annual Red &
White Party to
celebrate
Valentine's Day.
Dress for the
occasion and
bring your sweetie!
Sun., Feb. 17- Washington's
Birthday ... Al/American specials
throughout the
evening!
Sun., Feb. 10-
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sense of being honored as people within the tied in a congregation where the congregachurch community.
. tioil knew it beforehand. My presence within
Fred: What are your plans for the future? the Maine association of UU ministers
Doug: My immediate plans are to move caused them to deal with the whole concept to Boston and spend some time sorting out of gayness within our denomination. Within
what it is I have been doing for the last five the five years that I have been here there has
years - to critique those things that are good been an incredible increase in awareness and
and to look with some affirmation at the understanding amoQ,g my colleagues and
failures in order to make some positive within our churches. I see that as a real acchanges. I selected Boston because it's a complishment. I have held two District
larger metropolitan area which I have Board positions, Director of Publicity and
missed after living in San Francisco, New · Director of Social Responsibility . In those
York, Madrid, and Tokyo. I have registered positions I helped to ensure that a prominent
with our Department of Ministry to seek amount of attention was given to gay and lesanother pulpit. My ultimate aim is to return . bian concerns.
to the parish ministry again.
Also within our denomination I started INI also want to expand my secondary career TERWEAVE, the gay and lesbian support
as an interior designer . I have felt from the group. That too was an omnipresent
hundreds of Unitarian Universalist churches reminder that we have gays and lesbians
I have been in that what they desperately within our midsts. INTERWEAVE went far
need is someone to come in and tell them beyond our denomination. For example,
to throw all that junk away. I have worked because I'm involved with music I brought
with churches in the past and plan to con- Romanovsky and Phillips - I think the first
tract with others to redesign their worship openly gay entertainment troupe to appear
space.
in Maine. I also brought Tom Wilson
My contract with the church is that I stop Weinberg, and have arranged for the Boston
my active ministry February first. So I have Gay Men 's Chorus to appear in Maine next
been given what is probably one of the nicest May.
gifts that someone can be given, the gift of
I have done an incredible amount of
time. I am going to enjoy the absolute deca- counseling withi!1 the gay community. On
dent luxury of not working for a while. The a professional level I feel I have helped to
ministry is a high stress, involving kind of give a better sense of positive identity to
career. I am indeed looking forward to tak- many people.
ing some time for myself.
In the five years that I have been tl'\e
Fred: What do you feel you've ac- religious leader of AJI Souls, the church has
complished during your time here?
undergone substantial and ,profound change,
Doug: Well , within my own denomina- growth, and impact on the community. Our
tion I was the first openly gay minister ever worshipping congregation has gone from an
_ in the history of our denomination to be set- average of thirty-five to an average of sixty-

four. Our religious education program for
d 1ildren has gone from five children when
I arrived to forty-three now . When I came ·
here we had only the minister. Now we have
a half-time secretary. a part-time coordinator
of the religious education program, and a
foll time intern minister this year. Our
budget has nearly doubled. How do I say
that says something about my ministry
without sounding like I'm on an ego trip?
The congregation says it's my doing. I say
it's a result of their commitment to the
.·hurch .
Within the wider community I have served .
on an array of community boards. I was the
vice-president of the local Red Cross chapter
and president of the Friends of the Library.
I served on the Citizens Advisory Council
o the University of Maine at Augusta and
o the Family Planning Advisory Committt:e . I helped form the Clergy and Laity Conc,erned chapter for Central Maine. I've done
a considerable amount of work with Central America solidarity groups and with
nuclear freeze groups. I think my involvement in the community has shown that it is
JlOSsible to live without the closet. It is possie to live with integrity in a small community as a public figure and not receive incredible amounts of persecution and
discrimination.
Fred: You have done an incredible
amount. I want you to know that many of
us greatly appreciate all that you've done for
gay people in Maine. I think there will be
a huge void, particularly in the Augusta
area, when you have left. We'll miss you ,
and we wish you the best of luck in the
flllture. Thanks.

QO ~ARK f'VE.
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AIDS in Boston: Larry Kessler at SGM
continued frompage4

maintain a food bank . After searching for
a year , they recently rented a house where
three men with AIDS live. They would like
to find another house soon . Kessler said that
most of the funding for these projects comes
from the gay community with some money
coming from the state and the city of Boston
(as opposed to New York City which has
provided no money for AIDS projects).
Kessler praised Boston's Mayor Flynn for
his support of the Aids Action Committee.
Flynn recently spent most of a week deal ing with AIDS crisis including visiting the
AIDS hotline and meeting hospital staffs .
Following Kessler's presentation Paul
Bartlett, a man with AIDS described his experience with the disease. Paul , who had
lived in Boston, was living in Hawaii at the
time of hi s diagnosis three months ago . He
described how after being released from the
hospital he returned to his apartment to find
that his roommates had locked him out.
After hassles with an uncooperative police
department , Paul was able to return to his
apartment. Feeling that he could not find the
support he needed in Hawaii , he called the
AIDS Action Committee in Boston and
made arrangements to return to that city . In
contrast to his treatment in Hawaii, Paul was
greeted by his physician at the hospital door
in Boston . Pai.JI is now one of three men living ·in the apartment which the AIDS Action Committee leased from a gay couple.
Bartlett said that he now "spends ali my
time figurin g out how to stay alive.ZCurrently or a fruit and vegetable diet, he is
planning to begin a macrobiotic diet soon .
Bartlett, who has Kaposi's Sarcoma, the skin
cancer associated with AIDS showed his le,, sions on hi s arms and chest. In response to
a question from the audience he said tnat this
was the~first time he had spoken to a group
about his illness but that it was not a difficult
decision for him to decid<i to be public about
it. Larry Kessler interrupted to say that he
encourages people with AIDS to speak with
groups because he feels -it is therapeutic for
them . k "helps them to escape from the victim mode ," he said. I:Ie said tharmost AIDS
patients are very concerned about stopping
the spread of the disease .
In a conversation after the meeting , Larry
Kessler said that he would be very happy to
come to Maine to address a group here ,
possibly for the Symposium in May. In light
of his presentation to SGM, I think we could
all benefit from his expertise and his willingness to share his experience.

AIDS
on ''Nova''
Tuesday, February 12, 8 p.m., 60 minutes
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome,
or AIDS . How modem science has been
unraveling the mystery of the disease is the
subject of NOV A's " AIDS: Chapter One,"
airing Tuesday, February 12 at 8 p.m. on
PBS (check local listings) .
' •AIDS: Chapter One'' takes viewers back
to 1981 , when the first ominous clues appeared. Doctors in Los Angeles , New York
and San Fi;ancisco were reporting a highly
unusual pneumonia and rare form of skin
cancer in otherwise healthy , young
homosexual men . Although the two diseases
are va tly different from one another, a pattern was emerging: Both were signs of
breakdown in the body's immune system .
What was happening?
NOV A talks to the medical detectives at
the Center for Disease Control (CDC), who
sifted through the. evidence, searching for
the who, what, when and where of the deadly ailment.
NOV A talks with AIDS patients and their
doccors as they watch for signs that treatment methods will be found .
"AIDS: Chapter One" was produced for
NOV A by Thea Chalow .
The executive producer of NOV A is Paula
Apsell .

Sponsored by
THE UNDERGROUND, OUR PAPER, and GAY PEOPLES' ALLIANCE.

• GRAND PRIZE •
Fort Lauderdale trip for two includes
rounfl-trip. airfare and hotel accommodations for five days at the Lauderdale Mano
. . . plus $100 ,n· spending money!

• FIRST PRIZE•
New York City trip_for two - includes
round-trip airfare and overnight hotel
accommodations at the lncentra Village
House in Greenwich Village! .

·- -..::::--~·---• SECOND PRIZE •
·s oston -t rip for two - includes roundtrip transportation and .overnight hotel
accommodations at the Chandler Inn!
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Just visit the Underground on any Thursday, Friday, Saturday or Sunday·
night between Jan. 24 - March 14 and pick up afree coupon at the doorfor
your chance to win. One name will be selected at midnight on each of these
nights- 2B _names will be drawn in all. Then, on Thursday, March 14, at
our "Fort t auderdale Night" party, we'll select the 3 lucky prize winners.
• Winners must be present at midnight, March 14 to win the final prize.
• Final prize winn ers may take th e cash equivalent of the prizes offered.
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.LESS/GAY NETWOR-K
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalit ion
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805. Ba_ngor. ME 04401.
989-3306

Greater Portland N .0. W.
P .O. Box 40 12 Station A
Port land 04 10 I

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556 . Station A
Fredericton, New Bru nsw ick. Canada

Harbor Masters Inc .
P.O. Box 4044
Portland. Me. 04 101

Gay Hea lth Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04 104

Bangor INTE RWEAVE
P.O . Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

Bowdoin Gay /Straight All iance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 040 11

Femi nist Spiritual Commu nity
I59 State St.
Portland 04 10 1
Free To Be Group
___Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anony mous
P.O : Box 2 15
Augusta, Me. 04330

USM Women' s Foru m
Univers ity of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04 103

Maine Health Foundation. Inc.
P .O . Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04 1 12

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-474 1
Portland

Wilde-Stein C lub .
Memoria l Union
University of Maine - Oro no
Orono 04469

r:,-ta ine Lesb ian Fem in ists
P.O. Box 125
Belfas t 049 15

Gay People ' s Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04 102
780-4085

clo State St. Church

UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G .A .S.P.)
UMF
Farmington. Me. 04938

Lesbian/Gay Com mittee
Me . C hapter Nat' I Assoc . of Soc ial Workers
780-4 120

OLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C .P. 7 102
Riverview. N.B ., Canada

Central Mai ne Gay/ Lesbian Awareness Coalition
P. O. Box 79 17
Lew iston, Me. 04240

Seacoast Gay Men
P .O. Box 1394
Po rtsmol)th, NH 03801

LAGO-SJ (Lesb ian and Gay O rganiztion - Saint
John)
Box 6494. Stn. A. Sa int John
N.B ., Canada E2L 4R9

Gay / Lesbian Alcoho lics Anonymous
clo F irst Parish Unitarian C hurch
425 Congress St.
Portland 04 10 I

Bates Gay /Straight All iance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

OUR PAPER
P.O . Box 10744
Portland 04101

Web Wo rk
Box 13 1-D
Cala is 046 19

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
N LN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

G reater Bangor NOW
P.O . Box 8026
Bangor. Me . 0440 1

Meetings

CALENDAR

Greater Bangor NOW - last Wednesday of · the month, Bangor Public
Library, Bangor, 7 pm, 989-3306 for
information.

SUNDAYS

Thursday, Jan. 31
.
.
Wednesday, Feb. 13
Lesbian/Gay Pride ' 85 plannmg meetmg,
Women Outdoors slide show " Winter in
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.' Acadia " and planning meeting . call
Portland , 6:30.
774-4231 .

I

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

§
§ Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00
§ -pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor,
5 Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine,

Fr~~:YBa~:~;
Monte
Ga_y ,Health
Akctio4n
~ommittpee
!====. irockadero
H A d"t do·um
8·00Carlo
call, meetmg
Our Boo
s, Pme
St. , ort lopedn
an , __
Portland City . a11 u 1 on ' · '
7:00.
772-8630 for tickets.
Open discussion and part one of '' media Friday, Feb. 15
§
awareness " workshop , Gay People s
Valentine Dance, Papa Joe 's, 80 Water§
§
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., Portland, 7:00 . St ., Augusta.
Sunday, Feb. 3
.
·
or: Diane Lemay and Dr. Bette Katsekas §
" Physical and Verbal Abuse m a Re_la- of the Human Development Consultants, at§
,ionship", speaker Jacqui Clark, Lesbian Gay People's Alliance, 92 Beford St. , §
Support/Discussion Group , 92 Bedford St., Portland, 7:00 .
§
Portland, 6-8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 16
5
CMG/LAC tea dance , at Sportsman's, 2
Valentine 's Dance at Cornerstones in§
Bates St. , Lewiston , 4-8 p.m., $3. to benefit Brunswick , 9:00, to benefit New Leaf§
the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance . . Books.

Bowdoin Gay-Straight Alliance, first
and third Wednesdays when college is in
session, 7:30, Chase Barn Chamber, call
729-8591.
Brunswick Men ' s Support Group ,
second and fourth Wednesdays when
Bowdoin is in session, 7:30, call Curt or
Steve, 729-8591 , for location.

LOreosnbo.ian Support/Discussion
Group: Tired of the bar scene? Come to
a meeting, 6-8 PM at 92 Bedford . St.,
U.S .M. Alsl womendbin Wthe co~mFunity
we1come. ponsore y . omen s orum
and GPA.
MONDAYS

THURSDAYS
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at8
pm, Unitari~n Church, Main St.,
Bangor.

Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.

Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics.Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

I

C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.

Monday, Feb. _4
Sunday, Feb. 17 .
§
"Consenting Adult" on ABC-TV , 9:00
" Fun in the Snow" social activity , Les- 5
p.m.
bian Support Discussion Group , meet at 92 §
Bedford St. , Portland, 6:00 p.m:
5
Friday, Feb. 8
.
!ii
Audacity Theatre meeting, Our Books, 4 · Fr.1day, ~~b. 22
§
Pine St. Portland, 7:00.
Changmg Roles of Men and Women ins
'
the Movement ' ', with Willy Willette from !ii
" Media awareness ", part two, Gay Peo- Mainely Men and Cindy Lamareau (active§
pie' s Alliance, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, feminist) , Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bed-§
7:00.
ford St. , Portland, 7:00.
§
Saturday, Feb. 9
Saturday, Feb. 23
§
Womyn ' s Dance, Friends Meeting
Boogie Bash Dance Jam , People's§
House, 1837 Forest Ave., Portland, 8-12. Building, 155 Brackett St. , Portland, 3rd§

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays) .
Unitarian Universalist Church: 292 State
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) ,
call Mark 207-646-2748

I

Saturday, Feb. 9-Tuesday, Feb. 12
floor, 9:30 to 12:30, $2.
__
"The Times of Harvey Milk", The
Saturday, Feb. 23-Monday, Feb. 25
§
'
Movies, 10 Exchange
St., Port1and .
Women Outdoors Northeast Gathering, §
call 744-4044 for details.
Sunday, Feb. 10
" Women Loving Women" , slide show ,
Lesbian Support Discussion Group, 92 Bed- Sunday, Feb. 24
Potluck, Lesbian Support/Discussion§
- ford ~t. , Portland, 6-8 p.m.
Group , meet at 92 Bedford St. , Portland, §
Women Outdoors cross country skiing at 6:00 p.m_._·. .
Sno Rada , ~all 865-6437.
MLGPA meeting, Skelton Lounge, Chase§
Anti-Violence Project meeting, 13 Grant Hall , Bates College, 1:00, hosted by the§
St. , $6;, Portland, 1 p.m.
Bates Gay/Lesbian Straight Alliance.
_==I
·
s
C
,.1or Gay p n'de Masquerade Ba11 , . ommg oon ...
..
Aud1t1ons
·
, 4 to 8 S d
M h
Sportsman's , 2 Bates St. , Lew,ston
31
un ay' arc
p.m.
'
Dinner Theater at Papa Joe 's, 80 Water 5
MLGPA teas for state legislators, St., Augusta , dinner at 6:30, show at 7:30, §
Po rtland , Brunswick, elsewhere, 4:00.
advance tickets onlv.
I

I
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LOUISE BENNETT., L.C.S.W.
THERAPIST TO INDIVIDUALS. COUP\.ES, • F~IES

207-7714111

General Practice
'Pamlly Law

SPECIAUZING IN WOMIWS ISSUfS ANO

"Free To Bee" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
_All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous - every Friday,
8-9:30 p.m. Gays Together in Sobriety
(open discussion). Unitarian Universalist
Church , 292 State St. , Portsmouth , NH

TUESDAYS
Greater Portland N .O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.

=
=

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our· Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.
_
WEDNESDAYS
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) _:
second Wednesday of the month F re denc
. t on, NB ., Cana da
185 Middle Street
P.O. Box 768.S
Portland, Maine 04112

SATURDAYS
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday of
the month, Unitarian Church, Main St., :
1
6 pm, potluck and meeting.
Gay/ Lesbian Al-Anon - every Saturday, 8 pm, First Parish Unitarian ·
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lew1s
' t on.

Lany Williusa\

Portl.And, Kaine
·011101

117 Hiddle Stnet

772-01153

.

ACaJl..NT"'3 SEA\ICES

LNLMTEO

Cat,pl.ete

HOURS IIY APPOINTMENT
IN ALCOHOLISM AND OTHlfl ADOICTIONS

FRIDAYS

The Gay Parents Support Group meets
Monday"! evenings at 7:00 pm, at the
USM Student Union, 92 Bedford St.,
Portland. For further information call
(207) 780-4085 or (207) 772-4741.

!

.Attoruy Aa Leno

131,AM S11RT
l'QRTI.AND, MAINE 04101

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St. , Bangor

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 Pill,
First Parish . Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

EmaJ. Koch

CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor) , Lewiston.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G .A.S.P. ) - every Thursday at 3:30 ,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME. , Farmington
·

(207) 774 ... 4322
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